Movie Mogul Magic

(C) Leader Cinema Systems

Hong Kong to Vancouver, this producer’s Vancouver private Screening Room IS World Class!!
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The Avant Garde meets with Leader Bespoke Design
Avant-garde design is not always associated among certain cultural circles. Noted architect James Lee’s inspired use of circular glass curved walls, steel, concrete and majestic light
play transcends stereotypical residential design. Here, neutral design elements enhanced with free flowing room forms provides dimensionless freedom to
experience the astonishing views from the main living areas of this inspired timeless contemporary residence.

The complex concrete, glass and steel residence was the
creation of architect James Lee. Signature elements include:
225 degree wrap of curved glass wall systems on the living
room and master bedroom levels, artisan three level spiral
staircase, open plan main floor living area, elegant interior
design with the ambience of a grand ocean liner, gourmet
professional kitchens, and two astonishing Leader systems.
The Main Floor open plan casual dining area features a
cantilevered 52 inch professional plasma HD display.
The lower ground floor is home to a complete studio
grade HD screening room with full LHF(tm) studio
certification. Attributes include all studio HD video
tape formats such as D5 and HDCAM. Complete
compatibility is maintained with the television production
industry to include DigiBeta VTR’s (videotape recorders).

The overall area of the residence is 4000 Square Feet / 373 Square Meters with a construction cost of $ 1000 / Square Foot or $ 10,725 / Square Meter.
The residence is located on Vancouver’s prestigious West-Side, with a North East view of the city and North Shore snow capped mountains.
Elegant simplicity together with world-class design and furnishings makes this a one-of-a-kind residence.......fit for movie stars, directors and movie biz professionals.
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The Beginnings
Before there was a home theater industry, there was Leader Cinema. During 1963, Leader created their first 16 and 35 mm film based home
theater for Eric Cable Sr. in West Vancouver Canada. As electronics and video systems improved during the latter part of the 1980’s, Leader was
first in the world to apply digital line doublers to improve the video performance of NTSC video, the system used in the North American
television broadcast system. This signal also was used in the Laser Video Disc. Architect James Lee approached Leader during 1989 to create
this first theater, also commissioned for a movie industry professional from Taiwan.
Leader’s long association with James Lee fostered an association that fused our methods in the creation of the exceptional. To be bold
visionaries in the understanding of those intrinsic extra special desires of our clients.
James introduced us to our special client. James being the architect for our original 1989 project, we arranged for a demonstration. Within
seconds our client became a convert. Through translation with Lee...”this is better than our studio in Taipei!!” Mr. and Mrs. Movie Director’s
beaming smile told the story.
The entire area for the theater is 627 Sq Ft / 58.3. Sq M
Of special note is our cement mixer. Great sound starts with a cement
mixer, as you who are reading this will appreciate later. (Pages:
The height of the front half of the room is over 12 feet, due to the
multiple levels of the main living area above. This creates a highly
desirable dimension, where unlike typical ceilings create complex
acoustical reflection issues between floor and ceiling. There was over 2
feet of vertical space for us to incorporate complex acoustical treatment
to achieve exceptional degrees of refinement.

The overall sales process was swift. As Leader and our client spoke the same language of television and film industry professionals, the
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requirements were quickly refined and agreed upon. During this period, Digital Cinema concepts were already in the formative stages in
Hollywood. Much of these developments were not known outside of the studio community. Leader Cinema being a part of the studio
community participated in many of the developments which evolved into Digital Cinema , as opposed to High Definition Television. These also
were to include advances in picture imaging quality and expanded screen size, 3D projection and expanded Digital Surround sound to later
include 3D sound envelopment.
Within a week, the project design expanded into a full Hollywood advanced studio grade system without compromise. This was to be a theater
designed to reach deep into the future to embrace DCI Compliant Digital Cinema, Auro 3D Sound, Dolby ATMOS 3D sound all supported by
Leader Hollywood Format(tm) custom sound system featuring 3Dx(tm) and 3D projection.

The Foundation
2 pi Boundary Layer Wall System

D1800
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X denotes white concrete structure
X1 vertical concrete columns to support woofer
X2 three concrete supports for L-C-R speakers
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X3 concrete foundation spans 15 Ft / 4572 mm
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X1 and X2 serve to mount and isolate speakers
from the wall system. No energy is transmitted
into the walls structure. Acoustical energy is
is “grounded” into the massive concrete foundation.
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D1800-19-24SD Sub Woofer System
Enclosure weight: 550 Lbs / 250 Kgs
2 x 18 inch / 457 mm diameter woofers

<...............................
Compression gasket forms an air seal while
maintaining mechanical isolation between the
sub woofer enclosure and the wall layer.
This technique eliminates structure borne
energy transmission into and through the
structure. This same technique is applied
to each Main Screen Speaker system in the
Left, Center, Right channels.
Wall system is a non resonant three layer surface.

Compression Gasket isolates enclosure .......>
from the boundary layer wall system.
RIGHT CHANNEL
Dual chamber Low Frequency section
contains removable ports. Highly accurate
enclosure tuning may be established. Left
Channel tuning differs due to the close
proximity of the enclosure to wall at left.
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The completed wall system shown with a custom Leader Wave Guide
Leader Wave Guide made in our custom facility
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SCREEN

The Leader 90 degree constant directivity wave guide optimizes both on-axis and off axis response. This
contributes to an exceptionally stable sound stage, which provides razor sharp imaging and detail. Unlike
“naked-dome” high frequency elements applied in lesser systems, the response off to the sides (off-axis)
shares almost identical sound quality to the “straight ahead” on-axis response.
The driver wave guide combination is powered by a dedicated 35 watt RMS Ultra-Linear tube amplifier.
The crossover frequency of 1500 Hz provides an ideal match in the coverage angle with the mid-range
12 inch / 305 mm diameter element. The mid-range is powered with a 500 Watt RMS amplifier.
The controlled room acoustics and the smooth low to mid bass response due to the planar wave response
afforded by soffit mounting the speakers into a boundary layer wall, establishes a degree of refinement
that is impossible to achieve utilizing speaker systems not designed and integrated into a wall system.
Completed acoustical wall system with four speaker systems totals 7.5 tons / 15,000 Lbs / 6818 Kgs
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The Technologies
Screen Channels: Three Way Active Tri-Amplified
Leader D1503DC-15-29SD
Sub-Woofer D1800-19-24 SD
Three HF Wave guides L-C-R
11 channels of amplification
5200 Watts RMS @ 8 ohms
24 dB / octave crossovers active
Screen:

CinemaScope 12 feet / 3657 mm
MicroPerforated variable masking

Surround Array:

Six Leader MS602 monitors
One Leader 15 inch / 381mm
surround channel woofer system
Seven channels of amplification
1175 Watts @ 8 ohms

Surround Sound Processor: DOLBY LABS DP562

< Racks

The screen frame is positioned 18 inches / 457 mm above the floor.
In CinemaScope, the projected image height is 5 ft / 1524 mm. This
is an exceptionally comfortable position to view the screen, as when
seated the overall height of ones eyes is 42 inches / 1067mm above the
floor, which happens to be in line with the center of the screens image.
Seating is positioned at 2.7H. The owner often positions the sofa much
closer to 1.75 H which represents a 56 degree subtended angle of view,
or a dramatically large image as would typically be experienced in the
studio.
Professional systems refer to viewing distances as a multiple of screen
image height. In this case, the viewing distance is 5ft X 2.7 = 13.5 ft
HD Video systems were designed to be viewed not greater than 3H of
image height or in this case 15 feet / 4572 mm. Modern cinema places
the last row at approximately 4H.
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Amplifiers and Signal Processing Racks
The jet engine behind this exceptional screening room, is located in a 110 Sq ft / 10.2 Sq Meters room located immediately behind
the sealed Speaker Wall. No user operable equipment is contained here, with the exception of the D5 Studio VTR, which is
installed as and when required. The user operated “source” equipment is located in the Operational Rack System located at the rear
of the theater.
All balanced audio line-level signals have a nominal level of +4 dBu, with a peak clip level of +28 dBu. Connectors are XLR using
Japanese manufactured Mogami Cable. This system has inaudible hum and noise at any listening level from any selected source
analog or digital.

Ultra-Linear 35 watt RMS amplifiers power the Left and
Right Channel Mid-High Frequency System. The
effortless hi frequency response, clarity and dimension
takes on polished transparency. Music playback becomes
a stellar event, unimaginable in a residence, only to be
experienced in either a live concert or major studio.
Rental Equipment Positions........................>

LHF (silver panel) is the Sub-Woofer processor.
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Rear view of lower Leader RA1800 amplifiers
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<< User Operated Equipment
Acoustically Transparent
back wall to office.

Acoustically Transparent
back wall *****
X
Office

Small rooms have significant shortcomings due to the proportions of room dimensions. The smaller the room, the greater the portion of
the audible spectrum is dominated by modal resonances. These “bunch up” and unfortunately create erratic response errors in the mid-bass
band up to around 250 Hz. The longest dimension in the room becomes 29 feet / 8839 mm. This is between the Main Speakers and back
wall of the office through the 100% acoustically transparent fabric wall in the theater. The lowest modal frequency this room will support
is 565 / L or 565 / 29 ft = 19.48 Hz (Metric 172 / L or 172 / 8.839 Meters = 19.45 Hz).
Conversely, had the room been constructed with a solid back wall, the lowest modal frequency would become 565 / 19 feet = 29.7 Hz.
Solid walls cause time delayed reflections which will cancel energy at various locations in any space. The first null in this completed
theater occurs outside of the main listening area at position X . The overall total room volume is 5922 Cu Ft / 167.7 Cu Meters. The
reverberation time of 00.34 seconds is due to extensive acoustical treatment above the transparent fabric (silk) ceiling panels.
The clarity of the deep bass between the so called Region X and Region A is due to the large room volume (5922 Cu Ft) where the
transition frequency is 86.5 Hz. The highly desirable overall room height in excess of 12 feet / 3658 mm at the front of the room,
contributes to the highly desirable reduction of coloration of the sound above 86Hz into the mid-band Region B at 344 Hz.
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Overall Screening Room Performance
Projection and image

Screen Size:
Image Resolution:
Playback Systems:

12 ft x 5 ft CinemaScope 2.39:1 Micro Perforated with variable masking
Acoustically treated between screen and boundary layer wall system
Studio Calibrated 2K Peak Screen Brightness capability 23 Fl
HDCAM, D5, Digi-Beta, Beta-SP, MUSE HD, Uni-HI
BluRay, DVD, VHS, Beta, Laser Video Disc

leader hollywood format sound system

Main Screen Channel Speakers: LCR Leader 3 way active, Tri-amplified D1503 with laminated wood wave guides
15 inch low bass isolated chamber, 12 inch mid-bass & mid range, 90 degree HF
Overall weight three speaker systems: 1200 Lbs / 545 Kgs
Sub-Woofer System:

D1800-19-24SD Dual 18” / 457mm custom 2000 watt woofers
Enclosure weight: 550 Lbs / 250 Kgs
Powered by two 1800 watt RMS amplifiers

Overall Frequency Response: 18 Hz to 18,500 Hz
Maximum SPL Linear:
132 db SPL thermally safe
Calibrated SPL Program Max: 120 dB SPL
Effective Stereo Left / Right Image Width: 21 feet / 6.4 meters @ -6dB horizontal polar
Center Channel Dispersion:
90 degrees (-6db polar) covers full width of theater
Surround Channels:

6 x MS 602 studio monitors each independently amplified @ 125 watts
1 x Leader Special 15 inch low frequency extension system
Time delay offsets and equalization applied to all independent seven channels

Surround Processing:

DOLBY LABORATORIES DP-562 Studio Reference Processor

Overall Theater Dimensions:

Total depth: 29 ft / 8839 mm(including office) Overall Width Theater 18 ft / 5486 mm
Overall depth theater area screen to back wall: 18 ft / 5486 mm
Height (various): 12 ft / 3658mm, 11.25 ft / 3429mm, 9 ft / 2743mm
Total Area: 627 Sq ft / 58.3 Sq Meters
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The Leader Difference

Skilled craftsmanship by exceptional artisans
Ray Ramsey creating a work of acoustical art
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There’s an Emmy Behind Every Leader Design
An Emmy is more than a trophy.
It is the hallmark behind our affirmation in
the creation of exceptional high value solutions
to enrich the rewarding entertainment experience.

Michael K. Leader
Emmy Award Winner, President & CEO
Leader D Cinema Systems, Inc
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Leader entertainment group
A division of:
Leader Digital Cinema Systems, Inc
Los Angeles, Burbank, Vancouver, Brussels

www.leadercinema.com
mleader@leadercinema.com
LinkedIN: www.linkedin.com/in/michaelleader
Voice: 213.359.8129

